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OVERVIEW

April 23, 2018

All growers have transitioned to Salinas and most commodities are steady. Due to the rain and colder weather, we are
still seeing some quality issues on celery and lettuce varieties (although lettuce is improving). Avocados and oranges are
in an EXTREME market. Due to the recommendation of the CDC, Produce Alliance is only purchasing romaine in the CA
region at this time.

MARKET ALERTS
AVOCADO – ESCALATED

CUCUMBER – ESCALATED

LIMES – ESCALATED

MUSHROOMS – ESCALATED

ORANGES – EXTREME

ROMAINE HEARTS – ESCALATED

TRANSPORTATION & WEATHER
Rates, although higher than expected, have eased as overall demand is lower. However, we do expect to see
rates begin to increase as we approach the summer months as there is still an overall shortage of drivers.
ELD’s will be creating longer transit times which, as demand increases, will force rates to firm.
SOUTHEAST:

HERMOSILLO:

CULIACAN:

SALINAS:

COACHELLA:

GOOD BUYS
Blueberries!
So it looks like for parts of the country, spring is showing its shining its face a little later than we’d hope. Not to
worry! We’ve got just the cure for extended winter blues.
Blueberries may be a traditional summer staple, but there’s no reason not to enjoy them all year long. Especially
when our PA procurement team dubs them a good buy. Take this opportunity to test the waters, play with
unexpected pairings, and give your customers the blueberry dish they never knew they wanted.
That reminds us! Have you heard it’s National Grilled Cheese Month?! Scroll through your social media feeds and
you will find much appreciation for crazy good takes on this classic American sandwich. Give the people what
they want and include this special feature on your menu through the last half of April: Savory Blueberry and Brie
Grilled Cheese featured by our berry talented friends at Driscoll’s.
Savory Blueberry and Brie Grilled Cheese
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Package Butter
4 Tablespoons slices sour dough bread
1/2 Tsp. lemon zest
1 Tsp. thyme leaves
4 Ounces Brie
4 Ounces mascarpone cheese
1 Cup baby arugula

Directions
1.

Bring blueberries, lemon juice and zest and thyme to a boil over medium-high heat. Reduce heat to
medium and simmer about 20 minutes or until thickened, stirring occasionally. Remove from heat and
let cool 15 minutes.

2.

Preheat oven to 375°F.

3.

Butter 1 side of each bread slice and place butter side down on an ungreased cookie sheet. On the
other side spread a thin layer of mascarpone cheese and top each with about 2 tablespoons blueberry
spread. Thinly sliced Brie, keeping rind on if preferred, and evenly divide, placing on top of blueberry
spread.

4.

Cook sandwiches about 10 minutes or until cheese is melted. Remove from heat and transfer to serving
dishes. Top each with about 1/4 cup arugula and serve immediately.

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
AVOCADOS ESCALATED Sizes in escalation include: 48 #2 and 60#1 and 70 #1’s. Weekly volumes are expected
to dip slightly due to Holy Week in Mexico, while harvest levels increase in California. Premium grade fruit has
become short and remains heavy on grade 2 small fruit. In California, volumes are expected to increase this
month; however, heavy rain last week and the predicted forecast calling for additional rain this week will limit
local harvesting.
BANANAS Demand on this item remains firm; however, prices will continue to ease. Quality will remain
inconsistent due to weather that has impacted the growing regions in Guatemala, Mexico, and Costa Rica. This
only further complicates an already short banana market across the country due to virus impacts. Due to
improving inventories, we should no longer see ripening issues.
PINEAPPLES Demand remains firm, and quality and supplies are gradually improving. FOB quotes at the port
are mostly unchanged.
GRAPES Good quality continues on the offshore programs, and pricing is normal for this time of year (mid 20’s
for premium sizing and deals being made on small fruit). Quality continues to be good. Pearlettes out of
Mexico should begin crossing mid-May with the desert to follow. Thompsons are now available, pricing in the
upper 20’s to low 30’s. Other varieties that are available include: Crimsons, Globes, and Autumn Royals.
Projected start dates for Mexico are late April to early May. We are expecting overall volume to be down from
last year.
KIWI California supplies are very limited; lighter supplies are also expected on Italian fruit coming through the
East Coast. Markets continue to firm up.
BLUEBERRIES Availability is good, Georgia blues will start up soon adding more availability to this commodity.
BLACKBERRIES The market is steady, and quality is good.
RASPBERRIES We are seeing some shortages in supply in this market, quality is good.
STRAWBERRIES This market on the incline due to heavy rains. Quality is good to fair depending on the region.
We are seeing prices rise slightly.

CALIFORNIA-ARIZONA CITRUS
Demand on lemons has improved; however, it’s still a lower yield than in years past. Upcoming issues with weather may potentially create issues with
supply and quality. We will keep you posted. The demand for CA navels has far exceeded supply. Markets will remain high until domestic Valencia
market kicks in.

GRAPEFRUIT Texas grapefruit is available. Florida Star Ruby/Red is available. California grapefruit has started.
LEMONS This is a very active market. Prices are still higher than normal, but quality is good. Imports start in
June.
LIMES (PERSIAN) ESCALATED This market remains high and although supplies are still very tight, they are
improving weekly.
ORANGES EXTREME We are still seeing a shortage in supply and higher prices. This market may become even
shorter in supply and will last until the domestic Valencia market takes over.
Specialties:
• Pink Lemons are available.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Gold Nugget mandarins are available.
Ojai Pixie Tangerines are available.
Only a few Minneola’s are left.
Domestic Blood oranges and Cara Caras are available showing good quality.
New Zealand Meyers are available.
Halos and Cuties are available.

CALIFORNIA LETTUCE
GREEN & RED LEAF Quality is good and supplies are normal.
BUTTER Supplies are normal and quality is average.
ICEBERG LETTUCE Quality is average and the market is steady.
ROMAINE We are buying CA product only. Supply is shorter than normal, color is very green, prices are
higher, and we are seeing a shortage in supply.
ROMAINE HEARTS ESCALATED Supplies are slightly below average. Quality is good and prices are triggered.

EASTERN & WESTERN VEGETABLES
Coachella is expected to begin production first week of April. Squash and eggplant will start the season followed by green bells, beans,
red bells and corn.

PEPPERS
Green Bell Pepper: Supplies out of Florida are good on smaller sizes; however, inventories on larger fruit are
improving. Overall quality in the East is good despite some reports of lighter color fruit being reported in the
fields. Nogales crossing remains steady and the desert is now ramping up. Quality is very nice. FOB prices are
expected to remain steady.
Red Bell Pepper: Markets are turning as supplies out of Central Mexico slow down. During the current
transition to Baja, expect supplies out of the desert to ramp up over the next 14 days. Quality is fair out of
Central Mexico simply due to the fact the plants have a lot of age on them. Quality is very nice out of Baja.
Yellow Pepper: Production is light and is pushing the market higher. Quality is still very nice.
Mini Sweet Pepper: Markets remain mixed by region. Good supplies are available in the East and supplies are
winding down through Nogales. We should see new crop crossing through Otay late next week.
EGGPLANT Warmer weather continues to improve availability on both coasts; FOB prices are unchanged this
week and quality is very nice.
CUCUMBERS Select cucumbers have triggered on the East Coast programs. Florida production continues and
Georgia is close to starting; however, we are seeing lower volume across the region as cooler temps have
slowed the plants down. FOB prices are getting active showing ticks upward of $2-$3 across the category in
the East. Quality remains very nice. West coast supplies are experiencing the same circumstances as the East,
with cooler than normal temps slowing production down and driving FOB prices up. Quality remains great.
ENGLISH CUCUMBERS (EURO) There are excellent supplies crossing through Nogales and McAllen.

GREEN BEANS There are excellent growing conditions currently in the East. Markets are steady and quality is
good. In the West, volume is winding down through Mexico and prices are ticking upwards. We expect the
desert to start in the next 7 to 10 days. Overall quality is outstanding.
ZUCCHINI AND YELLOW SQUASH WATCH LIST Volume and quality are winding down out of Florida pushing
prices a bit higher this week. We are also seeing heavy scaring. FOB markets are up this week. Hermosillo
volume is down slightly due to the cooler weather. Between that and increased demand from the East, FOB
prices are also up in the West.
ACORN, BUTTERNUT & SPAGHETTI SQUASH Now available, good quality and good supply.
MANGOES Good supply and good availability.
MELONS
Cantaloupe: The cantaloupe market is mostly stable with continued arrivals from Guatemala and Honduras.
We are being told the sizes are shifting form mostly large to majority 12/15ct. Promotional volume is
available going into the first week of May. Quality is outstanding right now as we are seeing optimal
production, brix levels (11-14%) with occasional higher levels.
Honeydew: Good demand has kept the market steady. There has also been a swing back to larger sized fruit
(4/5) ct. Quality has been clean with brix levels mostly in the 11-13% range. Our growers anticipate an active
market for the next three weeks.
WATERMELONS Seedless watermelons remain steady with a decent demand on larger sizes
(4/5s). Movement on smaller sizes has been limited. Growers of seedless melons from Central America are
done for the season.
HERBS
LAVENDER: Local frost has affected this crop and we will be out for several weeks.
OPAL BASIL: Due to weather conditions, Opal Basil will have little to no availability until May or June.
ROSEMARY: Local supplies are average.
SAVORY: Supplies should improve this week as local supplies ramp up.
All other herbs are steady in supply and quality.
HERB

SUPPLIES

QUALITY

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

Arugula

Light

Fair

USA

Basil

Improving

Good

USA/MEXICO

Opal Basil

Limited

Good

USA/MEXICO

Thai Basil

Good

Good

USA/MEXICO

Bay Leaves

Good

Good

COLUMBIA

Chervil

Good

Good

USA

Chives

Good

Good

USA/MEXICO

Cilantro

Light

Good

USA

Dill

Good

Good

USA/MEXICO

Episode

Good

Good

MEXICO

Lemongrass

Good

Good

USA

Marjoram

Limited

Good

USA

Mint

Limited

Good

USA

Oregano

Good

Good

USA

Italian Parsley

Good

Good

USA

Rosemary

Limited

Good

USA

Sage

Limited

Good

USA/MEXICO

Savory

Limited

Good

USA

Sorrel

Good

Good

USA

Tarragon

Good

Good

MEXICO

Thyme

Limited

Good

USA

Lemon Thyme

Good

Good

USA

Lavender

Limited

Good

USA

Lime Leaves

Good

Good

USA

Hora Santa

Good

Good

USA

ARTICHOKES We are seeing improvement in this market. Quality is better.
ARUGULA This market has good supplies and quality remains fair.
ASPARAGUS This market is getting a bit tighter and will continue to do so over the next few weeks. Expect to
see prices rise.
BOK CHOY Quality is average and we are seeing some higher quotes on WGA cartons.
BROCCOLI / BROCCOLI FLORETS Supplies are normal and quality is good.
BRUSSEL SPROUTS Supplies are light and quality is average. Prices are higher.
CARROTS We are seeing both good quality and volume.
CAULIFLOWER Supplies are down and demand is decent. Product is showing very good quality.

CELERY This market is steady, both quality and price are good.
CORN Good volume continues on yellow and bi-color. The desert should ramp up in the next 7 to 10 days.
CILANTRO Supplies are good and quality is fair due to the colder weather.
FENNEL Supplies for the week will be good and quality is good.
GARLIC: EXTREME We are about 50% done with the 2017 crop. Supplies will remain tight between now and
July. Prices remain high.

GINGER Chinese ginger markets are mixed, but quality is good. Also, product is available at higher costs from
Brazil, Costa Rica and Honduras and Peru with no major quality issues being reported.
GREEN CABBAGE Supplies have improved in the southeast as well as in the West. FOB calls are down and
quality remains very nice.
GREEN ONIONS Market is steady with good quality and supplies.
JICAMA Markets remain firm due to ongoing short supplies and will continue to see some quality and shelf
life issues.
KALE (GREEN) Quality and supplies are fair.
MACHE Availability is adequate.
MUSHROOMS ESCALATED Mushroom growers are still recovering from the severe damage in the South
and Southeast, as well as Puerto Rico. Hurricane Harvey and Irma have resulted in a tightening market,
and the American Mushroom Institute has said it expects supply to be affected for several months. We
are starting to see some improvement of supply and will keep you informed of any changes.
NAPA Supplies are lower and demand is steady.
RAPINI Supplies have improved and markets are down. Quality has improved.
PARSLEY (CURLY, ITALIAN) Quality is fair and supplies are good.
RADISHES Supplies are steady and quality is good shipping through Arizona and Florida.
RED CABBAGE Quality has been hit and miss while sizing remains good. We are seeing some external quality
and color issues causing markets to remain firm in the East as well as Texas. West Coast volume is improving.
SNOW & SUGAR SNAP PEAS Snow and sugar snap peas supplies are steady through Miami.
BABY SPINACH Baby and clipped spinach supplies are good, but showing some quality issues due to rain.
BUNCHED SPINACH Supplies are available and quality is fair due rain.
SPRING MIX Supplies are available and quality is fair due to weather.
ONIONS The overall market as a whole has experienced an increase in price due to Northwest growers
finishing up, fewer Mexican supplies crossing, and very limited production in Imperial Valley, California thus
far. Idaho/Oregon and Washington regions are close to finishing up their crop entirely. What is left in the
Northwest is susceptible to sprouting and some internal issues shortly after arrival. Texas onions have
continued to ramp up production over the last several weeks. We are seeing Colossals and Supers become a
bit short of late, with more availability on Medium Yellows. We are seeing reds much heavier to jumbos with
mediums being fairly tight. The Imperial Valley, CA started this week in a small way on yellows only. We
expect production to increase in the Imperial Valley significantly next week. Yields are showing to be above
average so we do think there will be plenty of onions in this region, which will help keep pricing down during
the transitions. Red and White onions will ramp up there towards the end of next week.

POTATOES (IDAHO) Demand has leveled off which is likely attributed to the increase in pricing each
week. There is good availability on all sizes and there appears to be no transportation issues as trucks are
plentiful and rail cars are available. There is very little Norkotah supply left and most growers are running
exclusively Burbanks.
TOMATOES
TOMATOES - EAST
• Rounds: With the spring harvest now in production, we are seeing supplies continue to improve out of
Florida on all sizes; quality is outstanding.
• Romas: Volume remains light, but demand has caused the market to remain flat this week. Quality
remains nice throughout Florida on Romas.
• Grapes: Volume is good and demand is flat. We are seeing a flush of fruit right now and expect this to
maintain course through the next few weeks. Quality is still very nice.
• Cherries: Supplies are good and quality is outstanding.
TOMATOES - WEST AND MEXICO
• Rounds: Overall volume has improved form Sonora and is expected remain that way through the end of
the month. FOB prices remain steady, but we are seeing some quality and color issues. FOB prices will be
erratic depending on quality. There are also reports of checkerboard and scarring.
• Romas: Volume and quality are outstanding as spring production is now in full swing.
• Grapes: Grape quality and supplies are excellent due to outstanding productions. FOBs are down and
quality is outstanding. We do however anticipate a spike next month.
• Cherries: Markets remain mostly unchanged despite lighter supplies. Quality is very nice.

WASHINGTON APPLES, PEARS, TREE FRUIT, AND STONE FRUIT
Apples: We will continue to have good supply of the major varieties of apples through the spring and
summer. We have finished packing some varieties of apples for the season so the emphasis for balance
during the season will be on the six or seven remaining varieties. The quality, condition, and color on almost
all varieties looks very good, and since we normally harvest the late storage apples first in the season I expect
the condition on the remaining production to be very good.
Pears: Both Anjou and Gold Bosc pears are available especially on the larger (70’s to 100’s) sizes, but they are
beginning to wind down for the season. Most of the supply that is left in the Northwest will either come from
the Hood River Oregon area or from the Wenatchee area in Washington.
Stone fruit: These will be starting up shortly with apricots around April 20th. The week of April 23 there
should be some yellow nectarines and white peaches in low volumes to start. The week of April 30th we will
start to see white nectarines and yellow peaches. Red and black plums will start mid to end of May.

